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Description 

The  present  invention  relates  to  a  method  of  processing  a  peripheral  edge  of  a  lens  for  spectacles,  and 
to  an  apparatus  for  carrying  the  method  into  effect,  in  which  a  configuration  of  a  lens  frame  of  a  spectacle 

5  framework  is  measured,  and  the  peripheral  edge  of  the  spectacle  lens  is  ground  on  the  basis  of  data  on  the 
lens-frame  configuration  obtained  by  the  measurement. 

Background  Art 

io  Processing  of  a  peripheral  edge  of  a  lens  for  spectacles,  in  which  the  spectacle  lens  is  processed  in 
compliance  with  the  configuration  of  a  lens  frame  of  a  spectacle  framework,  has  conventionally  been  carried 
out  practically  in  such  a  manner  that  a  spectacle  lens  to  be  processed  is  profiled  on  the  basis  of  a  template 
formed  by  a  plain  plate  having  the  same  configuration  as  the  lens  frame.  In  case  of  this  profiling,  the 
template  and  the  lens  to  be  processed  are  held  in  coaxial  relation  to  each  other,  a  follower  in  contact  with 

75  the  template  and  a  columnar  gridstone  for  cutting  the  lens  are  held  in  coaxial  relation  to  each  other,  and  the 
lens  to  be  processed  is  urged  against  the  outer  peripheral  surface  of  the  grindstone  to  grind  the  lens  to  be 
processed.  This  profiling  requires  high  skill  in  order  to  carry  out  accurate  lens  processing.  In  addition,  since 
it  is  not  necessarily  possible  for  the  profiling  to  obtain  highly  accurate  spectacle  lenses,  it  has  been  required 
to  rectify  the  lens  by  means  of  manual  grinding  after  the  profiling. 

20  Moreover,  in  recent  years,  a  processing  machine  for  peripheral  edges  of  spectacle  lens  by  means  of  a 
numerically-controlled  system  has  been  developed  (refer  to,  for  example,  Japanese  Patent  Application  Laid- 
Open  No.  61-267732).  In  this  case,  the  processing  machine  takes  not  only  the  data  on  the  configuration  of 
the  lens  template,  but  also  data  on  the  configuration  of  the  lens  frame  of  the  spectacle  framework  directly, 
in  which  these  data  are  converted  into  grinding  data  for  the  lens.  This  processing  machine  comprises 

25  spectacle-framework  holding  means,  support  means  supporting  the  spectacle-framework  holding  means  for 
movement  in  a  predetermined  plane,  and  measuring  means.  This  measuring  means  is  composed  of  a 
sensor  arm  rotatable  about  an  axis  normal  to  the  aforesaid  plane,  and  a  sensor  movable  along  the  sensor 
arm,  in  which  the  configuration  of  the  lens  frame  oft  he  spectacle  framework  or  the  configuration  of  the 
template  is  measured,  in  the  form  of  radial  data,  on  the  basis  of  rotational  angle  of  the  sensor  arm  and  an 

30  amount  of  movement  of  the  sensor. 
Furthermore,  EP-A-0  143  468  discloses  an  edge  grinding  method  and  apparatus  for  grinding  an  edge 

portion  of  a  spectacle  lens  comprising  steps  of  digitally  measuring  the  shape  of  a  spectacle  frame  to  which 
the  lens  is  to  be  fitted  and  grinding  the  edge  portion  of  the  lens  based  on  the  thus  obtained  digital  values. 
Thereby,  a  peripheral  configuration  of  the  lens  is  obtained  which  corresponds  to  the  shape  of  the  spectacle 

35  frame  opening.  The  edge  grinding  apparatus  comprises  a  grinding  wheel  rotatable  about  a  first  axis  and  a 
carriage  including  lens  holding  means  for  holding  the  lens  and  rotating  it  about  a  second  axis.  Shifting 
means  control  the  spacing  between  the  first  and  second  axis  in  accordance  with  the  angle  of  rotation  of  the 
second  axis,  measuring  means  comprise  a  probe  to  be  moved  along  the  inner  shape  of  the  spectacle  frame 
to  which  the  lens  is  to  be  fittet  so  as  to  measure  digitally  the  shape  of  the  spectacle  frame.  The 

40  displacement  of  the  probe  along  the  frame  is  converted  into  a  rotation  angle  to  be  measured  by  an  encoder 
which  is  connected  to  a  sliding  portion  of  the  probe  through  wires.  Since  the  detecting  arm  is  also  rotatable 
values  are  obtained  which  are  related  to  the  rotation  center  of  the  detecting  arm.  The  digital  values  are 
converted  in  a  manner  that  they  are  related  to  a  rotation  center  which  is  located  at  the  geometric  center  of 
the  eyeglass  frame.  The  digital  configuration  values  of  the  eyeglass  frame  are  thereby  obtained  and 

45  memorized  in  the  memory  part  of  a  control  section.  Thereafter,  with  the  lens  rotation  on  the  shaft  of  the 
carriage  holding  the  lens  the  roughing  step  is  caried  out  according  to  and  based  on  the  digital  values 
obtained  and  memorized  during  the  eyeglass  frame  measuring  step.  In  greater  detail,  the  known  apparatus 
comprises  means  for  moving  a  disk-shape  measuring  probe  along  in  a  periphery  of  a  lens  frame  of  a 
spectacle  framework,  means  for  measuring  a  distance  between  an  optional  point  within  the  lens  frame  and 

50  the  center  of  the  measuring  probe,  means  for  measuring  an  angle  of  a  center  of  the  measuring  probe  on 
the  basis  of  said  optional  point,  arithmetic  means  for  obtaining  processing  data  on  the  basis  of  the  distance 
and  angle  obtained  by  the  measuring  means,  processing  means  for  holding  a  lens  to  be  processed  to  rotate 
the  same  and  for  urging  the  lens  to  be  processed  against  a  rotating  grindstone  to  process  the  lens,  and 
control  means  for  moving  the  rotational  axis  of  the  unprocessed  lens  relatively  to  a  rotational  axis  of  the 

55  grindstone. 
In  the  known  lens  processing  machines,  the  measuring  means  is  complicated  in  mechanism,  and  a 

manner  of  operation  is  also  complicated  and  time-consuming.  This  is  because  it  is  required  to  obtain  the 
geometric  center  of  the  lens  frame  on  the  basis  of  data  of  the  lens-frame  configuration  from  the  measuring 
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means  and,  subesequently,  again  to  bring  the  center  of  rotation  of  the  sensor  arm  into  coincidence  with  the 
geometric  center,  thereby  obtaining  a  measurement  value  of  the  lens-frame  configuration. 

Furthermore,  in  cases  of  both  the  above-described  arrangements,  the  lens  is  abutted  against  the 
grindstone  under  the  own  weight  of  the  lens  holder.  No  particular  problem  arises  for  such  uniform  natural 

5  fall  load,  if  the  lens  is  hard  and  thick  in  wall  thickness  like  glass  lens.  However,  if  the  lens  is  relatively  soft 
and  thin  like  a  plastic  lens,  there  occurs  cracking  of  the  lens,  reduction  in  grinding  accuracy,  and  the  like. 

It  is  therefore  an  object  of  the  invention  to  provide  a  method  of  and  an  apparatus  for  processing  a 
peripheral  edge  of  a  spectacle  lens,  capable  of  directly  carrying  out  processing  of  the  peripheral  edge  of 
the  spectacle  lens  on  the  basis  of  data  on  measurement  of  a  configuration  of  a  lens  frame  of  a  spectacle 

io  framwork. 
Further,  it  is  an  object  of  the  invention  to  provide  a  method  of  and  an  apparatus  for  processing  a 

peripheral  edge  of  a  spectacle  lens,  in  which  measuring  means  is  relatively  simple  in  structure  and  it  is 
possible  to  accurately  measure  the  configuration  of  the  lens  frame. 

Moreover,  it  is  an  object  of  the  invention  to  provide  a  method  of  and  an  apparatus  for  processing  a 
is  peripheral  edge  of  a  spectacle  lens,  capable  of  varying  cutting  pressure  acting  upon  the  lens  depending 

upon  the  material,  the  wall  thickness  and  the  like  of  the  lens. 
The  above  objects  are  solved  according  to  the  invention  by  a  method  of  processing  a  peripheral  edge 

of  a  lens  for  spectacles,  comprising  the  steps  of  measuring  a  locus  of  the  center  of  a  disc-shaped  probe 
moving  along  an  inner  periphery  of  a  lens  frame  of  a  spectacle  framework;  obtaining  an  envelope 

20  surrounding  circles  each  having  a  centre  located  on  said  locus  and  a  radius  equal  to  the  sum  of  a  radius  of 
a  columnar  grindstone  and  the  radius  of  the  measuring  probe;  and  rotating  an  unprocessed  lens  about  a 
rotational  axis  thereof  and,  simultaneously,  moving  said  lens  towards  and  away  from  the  rotational  axis  of 
said  columnar  grindstone  according  to  cutting  data  provided  by  the  enelope  in  relation  to  the  rotational 
angle  of  the  lens,  to  process  the  peripheral  edge  of  the  lens.  Furthermore,  the  objects  are  solved  according 

25  to  the  invention  by  an  apparatus  for  processing  a  peripheral  edge  of  a  lens  for  spectacles,  comprising 
means  for  moving  a  disc-shaped  measuring  probe  along  an  inner  periphery  of  a  lens  frame  of  a  spectacle 
framework  means  for  measuring  a  distance  between  an  optional  point  within  the  lens  frame  and  the  center 
of  the  measuring  probe;  means  for  measuring  an  angle  of  the  center  of  the  measuring  probe  on  the  basis  of 
said  optional  point;  arithmetic  means  which  calculate,  on  the  basis  of  said  distance  and  said  angle  cutting 

30  data  according  to  an  envelope  surrounding  circles  each  having  a  center  located  on  a  locus  of  the  center  of 
the  measuring  probe  and  a  radius  equal  to  the  sum  of  a  radius  of  a  columnar  grindstone  and  the  radius  of 
the  measuring  probe;  processing  means  for  holding  a  lens  to  be  processed  to  rotate  the  same  and  to  move 
the  same  towards  and  away  from  the  rotating  grindstone,  to  process  the  lens;  and  control  means  for 
controlling  the  rotation  and  movement  of  the  unprocessed  lens  relatively  to  the  rotational  axis  of  said 

35  columnar  grindstone  according  to  said  cutting  data  and  in  relation  to  the  rotational  angle  of  the  lens. 
An  advantageous  embodiment  of  the  apparatus  according  to  the  invention  is  furthermore  characterized 

in  that  the  unprocessed  lens  is  held  by  a  carriage  movable  under  its  own  weight  toward  the  grindstone,  the 
carriage  is  biased  by  a  spring  in  a  direction  opposite  to  the  grindstone,  and  the  amount  of  deflection  of  the 
spring  is  adjustable. 

40  Another  advantageous  embodiment  is  furthermore  characterized  in  that  the  control  means  is  so  formed 
as  to  restrict  movement  of  the  lens  rotational  axis  toward  the  grindstone  rotational  axis. 

As  described  above,  the  arrangement  of  the  processing  method  and  apparatus  for  the  peripheral  edge 
of  the  spectacle  lens,  according  to  the  invention,  is  such  that  after  the  locus  of  the  center  of  the  disc-shaped 
measuring  probe  moving  in  contact  with  the  inner  periphery  of  the  lens  frame  of  the  spectacle  framwork  has 

45  been  measured,  the  envelope  surrounding  the  circles  each  having  the  center  located  on  the  locus  and  the 
radius  equal  to  the  sum  of  the  radius  of  the  columnar  grindstone  and  the  radius  of  the  measuring  probe  is 
obtained.  With  such  arrangement,  only  a  single  measurement  of  the  locus  of  the  center  of  the  measuring 
probe  makes  it  possible  to  easily  and  quickly  obtain  the  locus,  in  the  form  of  the  envelope,  which  should  be 
taken  by  the  rotational  axis  of  the  columnar  grindstone  relatively  to  the  unprocessed  lens  when  the 

50  peripheral  edge  of  the  lens  is  processed.  Thus,  the  above-mentioned  relative  movement  along  the  envelope 
enables  the  peripheral  edge  of  the  unprocessed  lens  to  be  processed  automatically. 

Brief  Description  of  the  Drawings 

55  Fig.  1  is  a  block  diagram  diagrammatically  showing  a  numerically-controlled  type  processing  apparatus 
for  a  peripheral  edge  of  a  lens,  according  to  the  invention; 
Figs.  2  and  3  are  diagrammatic  views  showing  the  principle  of  a  method  of  measuring  a  configuration  of 
a  lens  frame; 

3 
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Fig.  4  is  a  perspective  view  of  a  lens-frame  configuration  measuring  section  of  the  lens  peripheral-edge 
processing  apparatus; 
Fig.  5  is  a  view  of  the  lens-frame  configuration  measuring  section  as  viewed  from  the  arrow  V  in  Fig.  4; 
Fig.  6  is  a  plan  view  of  the  lens-frame  configuration  measuring  section; 

5  Fig.  7  is  a  schematic  view  of  a  lens  processing  section  of  the  lens  peripheral-edge  processing  apparatus; 
Fig.  8  is  a  view  showing  a  cutting-pressure  adjusting  mechanism; 
Fig.  9  is  a  view  showing  a  state  in  which  a  carriage  is  pulled  up  by  the  cutting-pressure  adjusting  means 
shown  in  Fig.  8;  and 
Fig.  10  is  a  view  showing  a  positioning  mechanism  for  the  carriage  in  a  Y-axis  direction. 

10 
Best  Mode  of  Carrying  Out  the  Invention 

An  embodiment  of  the  invention  will  be  described  below  in  detail  with  reference  to  the  accompanying 
drawings. 

is  Fig.  1  diagrammatically  shows  the  entirety  of  an  apparatus  for  processing  a  peripheral  edge  of  a  lens 
for  spectacles,  according  to  the  invention.  The  spectacle-lens  processing  apparatus  comprises  a  measuring 
section  1  for  directly  measuring  a  lens  frame  of  a  spectacle  framework  to  obtain  data  on  a  configuration  of 
the  lens  frame,  a  control  section  2  for  controlling  a  processing  section  subsequently  to  be  described,  on 
the-basis  of  the  data  from  the  measuring  section  1  and  lens  data  inputted,  and  the  processing  section  3 

20  controlled  by  the  control  section  2  for  processing  an  unprocessed  circular  lens  to  predetermined  configura- 
tion  and  size. 

The  lens-frame  configuration  measuring  section  1  is  designed  to  hold  the  spectacle  framework  B  and  to 
move  a  disc-shaped  measuring  probe  4  while  rolling  along  a  V-shaped  inner  groove  in  the  lens  frame  of  the 
spectacle  framework  B,  thereby  detecting  motion  of  the  measuring  probe  4.  The  reference  numeral  5 

25  denotes  a  motor  for  moving  the  measuring  probe  4  in  orbital  motion;  6,  an  encoder  for  measuring  an  orbital 
angle  of  the  measuring  probe  4;  and  7,  a  potentiometer  for  measuring  displacement  of  the  measuring  probe 
4. 

The  aforementioned  control  section  2  includes  a  key  switch  and  display  8,  an  arithmetic  unit  9  and  a 
control  circuit  10.  The  key  switch  and  display  8  inputs  and  displays  the  lens  data  such  as  an  axial  angle  of 

30  astigmatism,  an  amount  of  deviation  between  an  optical  center  of  the  lens  and  a  center  of  the  lens  frame, 
and  the  like.  The  arithmetic  unit  9  is  adapted  to  calculate  the  data  on  the  lens-frame  configuration  from  the 
measuring  section  1  and  the  lens  data  from  the  key  switch  and  display  8.  The  control  circuit  10  is  provided 
with  a  memory  and  a  CPU  for  controlling  the  processing  section  subsequently  to  be  described,  on  the  basis 
of  the  calculation  results. 

35  The  aforesaid  lens  processing  section  3  is  adapted  to  hold  a  lens  11  to  be  processed  to  rotate  the 
same,  and  to  urge  the  lens  11  against  a  rotating  grindstone  12  thereby  processing  the  lens  11. 

The  lens-frame  configuration  measuring  section  1  ,  the  control  section  2  and  the  lens  processing  section 
3  of  the  above-mentioned  spectacle-lens  peripheral-edge  processing  apparatus  will  next  be  described  in 
detail  in  order. 

40  Figs.  2  and  3  show  the  measurement  principle  of  the  lens-frame  configuration  measuring  section  1  .  In 
Fig.  2,  a  closed  curve  13  represents  an  inner  peripheral  configuration  of  a  right-hand  lens  frame  of  the 
spectacle  framework  and,  more  specifically,  a  configuration  of  a  bottom  of  a  V-shaped  lens-fitting  groove  in 
the  lens  frame.  The  disc-shaped  measuring  probe  4  having  a  small  radius  R1  is  moved  along  the  inner 
periphery  of  the  curve  13.  This  radius  R1  is  selected  to  a  value  smaller  than  the  minimum  value  of  the 

45  radius  of  curvature  of  the  curve  13.  The  disc-shaped  measuring  probe  4  is  first  located  with  its  center  E  at 
an  initial  position  E0,  and  is  then  moved  in  a  direction  D  while  inscribing  the  curve  13,  so  that  the  center  E 
describes  a  locus  indicated  by  a  curve  14.  This  locus  14  can  be  represented  by  a  system  of  polar 
coordinates  centering  around  an  optional  point  P  within  the  lens  frame  13.  That  is,  when  the  point  E  moves, 
a  distance  y  from  the  point  P  to  the  point  E  and  an  angle  6  defined  by  the  line  P  -  E  with  respect  to  the 

50  direction  of  the  horizontal  axis  of  the  lens  frame  13  are  measured,  whereby  the  point  E  can  be  obtained  by 
the  equation  E  =  E  (y,  6). 

For  example,  when  the  disc-shaped  measuring  probe  4  moves  from  the  initial  point  E0  in  the  direction 
D,  the  position  of  the  point  E  is  obtained  on  the  basis  of  the  polar  coordinates  E0  (70,  0o),  Ei(7i,  0i)  ...  En- 
(7„,  0n)  ...  at  each  time  a  predetermined  minute  time  Ato  expires  from  a  point  of  time  to  at  the  initial  position 

55  E0.  Here,  En(7n,  en)  represents  the  position  of  the  center  E  at  the  point  of  time  to  +  nAt. 
An  envelope  G  surrounding  circles  F  is  next  obtained.  Each  of  the  circles  F  has  a  center  located  on  the 

locus  14,  and  a  radius  equal  to  the  sum  (R1  +  R2)  of  the  radius  R1  of  the  disc-shaped  measuring  probe  4 
and  a  radius  R2  of  the  columnar  grindstone  12. 

4 
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More  specifically,  of  the  circles  F  whose  respective  centers  are  located  at  positions  E0,  Ei  ....  En 
an  arcuate  section  is  obtained  which  has  the  longest  distance  from  the  point  P.  To  this  end,  as  shown  in 

Fig.  3,  two  points  k(H|,  6-,  +  5j)  and  m(Hi+1,  6  ■,  +  for  example,  are  considered,  the  former  of  which  exists 
on  the  arc  F-,  when  the  center  E  of  the  disc-shaped  measuring  probe  4  is  located  at  and  the  latter  of 

5  which  exists  on  the  other  arc  when  the  center  of  the  measuring  probe  4  is  located  at  a  subsequent  point 
Ei+1,  at  the  equal  angles  (6-,  +  8{)  in  representation  of  the  polar  coordinates  centering  around  P,  and  H|  and 
Hi+1  are  compared  in  magnitude  with  each  other. 

In  this  connection,  H|  and  Hi+1  are  as  follows: 

70  H|  =  7i  cos  5|  +  V(R1  +  R2)̂   -  (7i  sin  5^,  and 
Hi+1  =  7i+1  cosSi+1  +  V(R1  +  R2)̂   -  (7i+i  sin  &i+,Y 

where 

75  5i+1  =  (Si  +  0i)  -  0i+1. 

In  a  range  of  Hi  >  Hi+1,  F-,  is  selected  as  an  approximate  line  of  the  envelope  G,  while  in  a  range  of  Hi+1 
>  Hj,  Fi+1  is  selected  as  an  approximate  line  of  the  envelope  G. 

The  above  comparative  selecting  operation  of  the  arcs  F-,  and  F-,  +  Fi+1  at  the  respective  adjacent 
20  centers  E-,  and  Ei+1  is  repeated  from  i  =  0  to  the  last  value,  whereby  the  lines  approximate  to  the  envelope 

can  be  obtained  in  the  following  form: 

25 

G  = 

30 

'  
F0 (<*0 ,min    ̂ <*0   ̂ < f 0 , m a x )  

p l < t f 0 , m i n    ̂ 61  ±  S i ,   max* 

F i < ^ i , n i i n   <  <*i  i  6 i , m a ^  

Fi  +  l ^ i   +  l , m i n    ̂ <*i  +  l  i  ^i   +  l ^ a x 1  

(1 )  

35  In  this  connection,  assuming  that  the  angle  of  an  intersection  J  between  the  arcs  and  Fi+1  in  Fig.  2  is 
the  aforesaid  polar  coordinate  representation  and  5i+1imin  are  as  follows: 

hmax  =  «i  -  8\,  and 
î+1,min  =  a;  -  0i+i- 

40 
In  this  connection,  if  the  approximate  envelope  G  is  utilized  in  a  digital  numerically-controlled  unit 

subsequently  to  be  described,  there  may  beforehand  be  obtained,  in  place  of  the  above  equation  (1),  data 
on  the  coordinates  of  a  multiplicity  of  positions  which  satisfy  the  equation  (1)  and  which  are  dispersed 
relatively  uniformly. 

45  In  calculation  of  the  above  envelope  G,  there  may  not  be  obtained  the  geometric  center  Q  of  the  lens 
frame  and  a  lens  15. 

If  desired  for  processing  of  the  peripheral  edge  of  the  lens  at  a  subsequent  step,  the  position  of  an 
optional  point  g  on  the  envelope  G  in  Fig.  2  may  be  converted  from  the  polar  coordinate  representation 
(7p,0p)  centering  around  the  point  P  to  the  polar  coordinate  representation  (7Q,  0Q)  centering  around  the 

50  geometric  center  Q. 
In  this  connection,  here,  7Q  and  0Q  are  as  follows: 

7Q  =  V(7p  cos  0p  -  Ax)̂   +  (7P  sin  0p  -  AY)̂ ,  and 

55  /  Jfp  s i n   6p  -  \  
6q  =  a r c t a n   /  .  ) 

\  S  p  cos   6p  -  Ax  /  
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In  this  connection,  (Ax,  AY)  is  the  position  vector  of  the  point  P  with  respect  to  the  point  Q  when  the 
horizontal  direction  is  regarded  as  an  x-axis  and  the  direction  normal  to  the  horizontal  direction  is  regarded 
as  a  y-axis. 

The  actual  construction  of  the  measuring  section  1  for  measuring  the  lens-frame  configuration  in 
5  accordance  with  the  aforementioned  measuring  principle  will  next  be  described  with  reference  to  Figs.  4 

through  6. 
Fig.  4  is  a  perspective  view  of  the  lens-frame  configuration  measuring  section  1  from  which  spectacle- 

framework  holding  means  such  as  a  frame  table  and  the  like  are  removed,  Fig.  5  is  a  view  of  the  lens-frame 
configuration  measuring  section  1  as  viewed  from  the  arrow  V  in  Fig.  4,  and  Fig.  6  is  a  plan  view  of  the 

io  lens-frame  configuration  measuring  section  1  .  The  spectacle  framework  B  is  fixedly  held  in  position  by  the 
framework  holding  means  which  is  not  shown. 

The  lens-frame  configuration  measuring  section  1  has  a  base  plate  16  to  which  the  drive  motor  5,  a 
rotary  shaft  18  and  the  rotary  encoder  6  are  mounted.  The  rotary  shaft  18  is  rotatably  supported  by  the 
base  plate  16,  and  is  connected  to  a  pulley  22  of  the  drive  motor  5  and  to  a  pulley  23  of  the  rotary  encoder 

is  6  respectively  through  timing  belts  20  and  21.  In  this  connection,  the  pulley  of  the  drive  motor  5  has  a 
diameter  slightly  larger  than  that  of  each  of  the  rotary  shaft  18  and  the  rotary  encoder  6,  and  the  diameter 
of  the  rotary  shaft  18  is  the  same  as  that  of  the  rotary  encoder  6. 

A  U-shaped  rotary  table  24  is  fixedly  mounted  to  an  upper  end  of  the  rotary  shaft  18.  This  rotary  table 
24  is  composed  of  a  side  plate  (hereinafter  referred  to  as  "first  side  plate")  26  on  the  side  of  a 

20  potentiometer  25,  a  side  plate  (hereinafter  referred  to  as  "second  side  plate")  27  on  the  side  opposite  to  the 
first  side  plate  26,  and  a  rectangular  central  plate  28  connecting  both  the  side  plates  to  each  other.  The 
rotary  table  24  is  rotatable  by  the  drive  motor  5  through  the  timing  belts  20  and  21  and  the  rotary  shaft  18. 

Further,  a  pair  of  guide  shafts  29  and  30  are  fixedly  mounted  in  parallel  relation  to  each  other  between 
the  first  side  plate  26  and  the  second  side  plate  27.  Along  both  the  guide  shafts  29  and  30,  a  horizontal 

25  slide  plate  31  is  guided  for  sliding  movement  in  a  longitudinal  direction  C  of  the  guide  shafts.  For  this 
guidance,  the  slide  plate  31  is  provided  at  its  lower  surface  with  three  rotatable  rollers  32,  33  and  34.  In  this 
case,  one  of  the  rollers  32  is  in  contact  with  one  of  the  guide  shafts  30,  while  the  remaining  two  rollers  33 
and  34  are  in  contact  with  the  other  guide  shaft  29.  These  one  and  remaining  rollers  roll  respectively  along 
the  one  and  other  guide  shafts,  with  the  guide  shafts  clamped  between  the  one  and  remaining  rollers. 

30  The  measuring  probe  4  is  held  by  the  slide  plate  31  .  This  measuring  probe  4  is  mounted  to  an  upper 
end  of  a  shaft  35  extending  through  the  slide  plate  31  .  This  shaft  35  is  born  rotatably  and  vertically  movably 
by  a  plain  bearing  37  within  a  sleeve  36  fixedly  mounted  to  the  slide  plate  31  .  The  shaft  35  has  a  lower  end 
which  is  placed  on  the  central  plate  28  of  the  rotary  table  24  for  sliding  movement  on  the  central  plate  28. 
The  central  plate  28  is  formed  with  a  recess  38  at  a  location  on  an  extension  line  of  the  longitudinal  axis  of 

35  the  rotary  shaft  18.  The  lower  end  of  the  shaft  35  can  be  fitted  into  the  recess  38.  The  position  of  the  recess 
38  serves  as  the  reference  position  P  of  the  measuring  probe  4. 

The  slide  plate  31  is  biased  toward  the  second  side  plate  27  by  a  pair  of  biasing  springs  39  and  40 
formed  of  piano  wires.  The  springs  have  their  respective  one  ends  which  are  anchored  respectively  to 
spring  attaching  bores  42  and  43  in  a  spring  hooking  plate  41  fixedly  mounted  to  the  longitudinal  side  face 

40  of  the  central  plate  28  of  the  rotary  table  24  by  means  of  screws.  The  other  ends  of  the  respective  springs 
are  connected  to  a  spring  hooking  pin  44  mounted  to  the  lower  surface  of  the  slide  plate  31  ,  at  a  location 
adjacent  the  second  side  plate  27. 

By  the  action  of  the  biasing  springs  39  and  40,  the  slide  plate  31  tends  to  move  toward  the  second  side 
plate  27  along  the  guide  shafts  29  and  30.  Accordingly,  the  measuring  probe  4  held  by  the  slide  plate  31  is 

45  urged  against  the  inner  peripheral  groove  in  the  lens  frame  of  the  spectacle  framework  B  under  the  elastic 
force  of  the  biasing  springs  39  and  40.  In  this  connection,  a  stopper  pin  45  covered  with  shock  absorbing 
material  (rubber)  is  mounted  to  the  lower  surface  of  the  slide  plate  31  at  a  location  closer  to  the  second  side 
plate  27  than  the  spring  hooking  pin  44.  This  stopper  pin  45  restricts  the  movable  range  of  the  slide  plate 
31  toward  the  second  side  plate  27. 

50  Moreover,  the  potentiometer  7  is  mounted  to  the  outer  surface  of  the  first  side  plate  26  of  the  rotary 
table  24.  A  wire  rope  47  runs  on  a  pulley  46  of  the  potentiometer  7.  The  wire  rope  47  further  runs  on  a 
guide  pulley  48  mounted  to  the  second  slide  plate  27  and  is  turned  thereby.  The  wire  rope  47  has  one  end 
which  is  anchored  to  an  L-shaped  wire  attaching  element  49  fixedly  mounted  to  the  lower  surface  of  the 
slide  plate  31.  The  other  end  of  the  wire  rope  47  is  attached  to  one  end  of  a  tension  spring  50.  The 

55  opposite  end  of  the  tension  spring  50  is  anchored  to  an  L-shaped  spring  attaching  element  51  which  is 
fixedly  mounted  to  the  lower  surface  of  the  slide  plate  31  . 

As  the  slide  plate  31  moves  along  the  guide  shafts  29  and  30,  the  wire  rope  47  causes  the 
potentiometer  pulley  46  to  be  rotated,  whereby  the  potentiometer  7  detects,  as  a  change  in  rotational  angle 

6 
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of  the  potentiometer  pulley  46,  an  amount  of  movement  of  the  slide  plate  31  along  the  guide  shafts  29  and 
30,  in  turn,  a  displacement  y  of  the  measuring  probe  4  from  the  reference  position  P  in  the  direction  C. 

Furthermore,  since  the  rotary  shaft  18  is  connected  to  the  rotary  encoder  6  through  the  timing  belt  21, 
the  rotational  angle  of  the  rotary  shaft  18,  in  turn,  the  orbital  angle  of  the  measuring  probe  4  from  the 

5  reference  position  P  is  detected,  in  the  form  of  an  electric  signal,  by  the  rotary  encoder  6. 
An  interrupting  plate  53  is  fixedly  mounted  to  a  drive  shaft  52  of  the  aforementioned  drive  motor  5.  A 

photo-interrupter  54  is  fixedly  mounted  to  the  base  plate  16  at  a  location  on  a  rotational  orbit  of  the 
interrupting  plate  53.  The  photo-interrupter  54  detects  the  origin  position  of  the  motor  5  and  inputs  the  same 
to  the  control  circuit.  A  stopper  abutment  pin  55  is  mounted  to  the  base  plate  16  at  a  location  between  the 

io  photo-interrupter  54  and  the  center  of  the  drive  shaft  52  of  the  motor  5.  A  rod-like  stopper  56  extending 
downwardly  is  mounted  to  the  pulley  22  of  the  motor  5.  This  stopper  56  cooperates  with  the  stopper 
abutment  pin  55  to  restrict  the  rotatable  range. 

The  frame-configuration  measuring  section  1  constructed  as  above  operates  in  the  following  manner. 
The  spectacle  framework  B  to  be  measured  is  placed  in  position  on  the  frame  table  which  is  not  shown, 

is  and  the  spectacle  framework  B  is  fixedly  held  by  a  frame  holding  member  which  is  not  also  shown. 
Subsequently,  the  measuring  probe  4  is  brought  into  contact  with  the  V-shaped  groove  in  the  inner 

surface  of  the  lens  frame  of  the  spectacle  framework.  The  contact  pressure  between  the  measuring  probe  4 
and  the  V-shaped  groove  is  given  by  the  aforementioned  biasing  springs  39  and  40.  In  this  state,  as  the 
drive  motor  5  is  driven,  the  rotary  shaft  18  is  rotated,  and  the  measuring  probe  4  is  moved  while  rolling 

20  along  the  V-shaped  groove  in  the  lens  frame  by  rotational  movement  of  the  rotary  table  24  about  the  rotary 
shaft  18  and  sliding  movement  of  the  slide  plate  31  along  the  guide  shafts  29  and  30  due  to  the  elastic 
force  of  the  biasing  springs  39  and  40. 

At  a  point  of  time  the  measuring  probe  4  revolves  once,  rotation  of  the  motor  5  is  stopped  by  one 
revolution  of  the  rotary  encoder  6.  The  rotational  angle  6  of  the  rotary  table  24  and  the  sliding  displacement 

25  7  of  the  measuring  probe  4  during  a  period  of  one  orbital  movement  of  the  measuring  probe  4  along  the 
lens  frame  are  detected  respectively  by  the  rotary  encoder  6  and  the  potentiometer  7.  Likewise,  the 
opposite  lens  frame  is  measured,  as  occasion  demands,  by  means  similar  to  that  described  above. 

The  rotational  angle  6  of  the  rotary  table  24  is  inputted  directly  to  the  control  circuit  10,  while  the  sliding 
displacement  y  of  the  measuring  probe  4  is  inputted  to  the  control  circuit  10  through  an  A/D  converter  57 

30  (see  Fig.  1).  On  the  basis  of  these  data  on  the  lens-frame  configuration,  the  envelope  G  is  obtained  at  the 
arithmetic  unit  9  under  the  control  of  the  control  circuit  10,  and  data  corresponding  to  the  envelope  G  are 
stored  in  the  memory. 

The  processing  section  3  and  the  control  section  2  will  next  be  described  in  detail.  The  processing 
section  3  is  shown  in  detail  in  Fig.  7.  The  processing  section  3  comprises  a  U-shaped  box-like  carriage  58 

35  for  supporting,  rotating  and  moving  the  lens  11  to  be  processed.  This  carriage  58  is  guided  for  movement 
on  a  base  of  the  processing  section  3  and  on  a  guide  plate  77  on  the  base,  in  an  X-axis  direction  and  a  Y- 
axis  direction.  By  the  movement  of  the  carriage  58  in  the  Y-axis  direction,  the  lens  11  is  urged  against  the 
rotating  grindstone  12  and  is  ground  thereby. 

A  lens  holding  shaft  59  and  a  lens  clamping  shaft  60  for  clamping  therebetween  the  unprocessed  lens 
40  1  1  are  rotatably  arranged  in  front  of  the  carriage  58.  The  lens  holding  shaft  59  is  supported  against  axial 

movement,  and  is  provided  at  its  free  end  with  a  holding  member  such  as  a  suction  disc  or  the  like.  The 
lens  clamping  shaft  60  is  supported  for  movement  toward  and  away  from  the  lens  holding  shaft  59,  that  is, 
for  axial  movement.  Arranged  within  the  carriage  58  is  a  lens  driving  AC  motor  61  for  rotating  the  lens 
holding  shaft  59  and  the  lens  clamping  shaft  60  in  synchronism  with  each  other.  This  motor  61  is  connected 

45  to  the  lens  holding  shaft  59  through  gears  62  and  63,  a  pulley  64,  a  belt  65  and  a  pulley  66,  and  is 
connected  to  the  lens  clamping  shaft  60  through  the  gears  62  and  63,  a  rod  67,  a  pulley  68,  a  belt  69  and  a 
pulley  70.  Further  arranged  within  the  carriage  58  is  a  lens  chucking  DC  motor  71  for  axially  moving  the 
lens  clamping  shaft  60.  This  motor  71  is  connected  to  the  lens  clamping  shaft  60  through  a  pulley  72,  a  belt 
73  and  a  mechanism  74  (for  example,  a  rack  and  pinion  mechanism)  for  converting  rotation  to  reciprocative 

50  motion.  Axial  movement  of  the  lens  clamping  shaft  60  makes  it  possible  to  hold  the  lens  11  between  the 
lens  clamping  shaft  60  and  the  lens  holding  shaft  59.  In  this  connection,  the  aforesaid  pulley  70  is 
connected  to  the  lens  clamping  shaft  60  through  a  spline,  enabling  the  lens  clamping  shaft  60  to  be  moved 
axially.  The  above-mentioned  lens  driving  AC  motor  61  and  lens  chucking  DC  motor  71  are  controlled  by  a 
motor  and  clutch  drive  unit  17  as  shown  in  Fig.  1. 

55  A  rotary  encoder  76  is  connected  further  to  the  lens  holding  shaft  59  through  a  bevel  gear  arrangement 
75.  This  rotary  encoder  76  supplies  a  lens  rotational  angle  signal  to  the  control  circuit  10,  as  shown  in  Fig. 
1. 

7 
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The  carriage  58  is  movable  on  the  guide  plate  77  in  the  X-axis  direction,  and  the  guide  plate  77  having 
carried  thereon  the  carriage  58  is  movable  on  the  base  of  the  processing  section  3  in  the  Y-axis  direction. 
For  the  movement  of  the  carriage  58  in  the  X-axis  direction,  an  X-axis  direction  driving  pulse  motor  78 
under  the  control  of  a  pulse  motor  drive  unit  19  (see  Fig.  1)  is  stationarily  mounted  on  the  guide  plate  77  at 

5  a  location  on  the  outside  of  the  carriage  58.  This  motor  78  is  connected  to  an  electromagnetic  clutch  82 
through  a  pulley  79,  a  belt  80  and  a  pulley  81  .  A  belt  85  runs  on  and  extends  between  a  pulley  83  mounted 
to  the  electromagnetic  clutch  82  and  another  pulley  84  mounted  to  the  guide  plate  77.  An  X-axis  direction 
moving  plate  86  is  fixed  midway  of  the  belt  85  so  as  to  clamp  the  belt.  Since  the  moving  plate  86  is  fixedly 
mounted  to  the  side  face  of  the  carriage  58,  driving  of  the  pulse  motor  78  causes  the  carriage  58  to  be 

io  moved  in  the  X-axis  direction.  By  the  movement  of  the  carriage  58  in  the  X-axis  direction,  the  lens  11 
supported  by  the  carriage  58  is  moved  in  the  X-axis  direction  relatively  to  the  grindstone  12.  This  makes  it 
possible  to  move  the  lens  11  to  positions  corresponding  respectively  to  various  grinding  sections  on  the 
outer  peripheral  surface  of  the  grindstone  12,  which  include  a  rough  grinding  section,  a  V-shaped  (bevel) 
grinding  section  and  the  like.  A  sensor  (photo-interrupter)  88  for  positioning  the  origin  in  the  X-axis  direction 

is  is  mounted  to  a  rotary  shaft  87  of  the  pulley  84.  This  sensor  88  supplies  a  signal  indicative  of  the  position  of 
the  carriage  58  in  the  X-axis  direction,  to  the  control  circuit  10.  In  this  connection,  the  movement  of  the 
carriage  58  in  the  X-axis  direction  may  be  carried  out  by  a  rack  and  pinion  mechanism. 

Movement  of  the  carriage  58  in  the  Y-axis  direction  will  next  be  described.  The  carriage  58  together 
with  the  guide  plate  77  is  guided  so  as  to  slip  down  under  their  own  weight  toward  the  grindstone  12  along 

20  inclined  guide  rails  which  are  not  shown.  Only  this  natural  fall  will  cause  the  lens  11  to  be  strongly  urged 
against  the  grindstone.  For  this  reason,  the  arrangement  of  the  embodiment  is  such  that  the  carriage  58  is 
biased  upwardly  to  enable  adjustment  of  the  abutting  load,  that  is,  the  cutting  pressure  of  the  lens  11  with 
respect  to  the  grindstone  12.  To  this  end,  the  guide  plate  77  having  carried  thereon  the  carriage  58  is  hung 
down  by  a  wire  rope  89a,  89b  extending  in  the  Y-axis  direction.  This  wire  rope  can  be  wound  up  about  a 

25  winding  drum  91  of  a  wire-rope  winding  AC  motor  90.  A  cutting-pressure  adjusting  spring  93  accom- 
modated  in  a  sleeve  92  is  anchored  midway  of  the  wire  rope  89a,  89b. 

Figs.  8  and  9  show  in  detail  the  sleeve  92  and  the  cutting-pressure  adjusting  spring  93.  In  both  the 
figure,  a  right-hand  end  of  the  right-hand  wire  rope  section  89a  is  anchored  to  the  guide  plate  77  having 
carried  thereon  the  carriage  58,  while  a  left-hand  end  of  the  wire  rope  section  89a  is  anchored  to  a  right- 

30  hand  end  of  the  cutting-pressure  adjusting  spring  93  through  a  shaft  94.  A  right-hand  end  of  the  left-hand 
wire  rope  section  89b  is  anchored  to  a  left-hand  end  of  the  cutting-pressure  adjusting  spring  93  through  a 
shaft  95,  while  a  left-hand  end  of  the  rope  section  89b  is  wound  about  the  winding  drum  91  of  the  wire-rope 
winding  AC  motor  90.  The  shafts  94  and  95  are  provided  at  their  both  ends  with  respective  rotatable  rollers 
96a  and  96b  and  97a  and  97b.  These  rollers  are  movable  along  guide  rods  99a  and  99b  extending  between 

35  guide-rod  attaching  blocks  98a  and  98b.  Although  the  cutting-pressure  adjusting  spring  93  in  the  embodi- 
ment  is  a  coiled  spring,  the  adjusting  spring  93  may  be  another  kind  of  spring  or  elastic  element.  The 
sleeve  92  accommodates  the  cutting-pressure  adjusting  spring  93,  and  a  right-hand  end  of  the  sleeve  92  is 
fixedly  mounted  to  the  shaft  94.  The  sleeve  92  is  provided  at  its  left-hand  end  with  a  pair  of  slits  100a  and 
100b  diametrically  opposed  to  each  other.  The  aforesaid  shaft  95  is  inserted  into  these  slits  for  movement 

40  longitudinally  of  the  wire  rope  89b.  Mounted  to  the  winding  drum  91  of  the  wire-rope  winding  AC  motor  90 
are,  as  shown  in  Fig.  7,  an  origin  position  sensor  101  formed  by  a  photo-interrupter  for  detecting  the  origin 
position  of  the  carriage  58,  and  a  winding-amount  sensor  102  likewise  formed  by  a  photo-interrupter  for 
detecting  an  amount  of  winding  of  the  wire  rope  89b. 

Fig.  8  shows  a  state  in  which  the  wire  rope  89b  is  completely  unwound  from  the  winding  drum  91. 
45  When  a  lens  requiring  relatively  high  cutting  pressure,  for  example,  a  lens  thick  in  wall  thickness  and 

formed  of  glass,  is  cut,  the  wire  rope  89b  is  wound  up  by  Li  from  the  state  of  Fig.  8  by  the  winding  drum 
91,  so  that  the  shaft  95  slightly  moves  along  the  slits  100a  and  100b,  and  the  spring  93  is  stretched  slightly. 
In  this  state,  hoisting  force  acting  upon  the  guide  plate  77  and  the  carriage  58  upwardly  in  the  Y-axis 
direction  due  to  the  spring  93  is  weak  so  that  the  lens  11  is  abutted  against  the  grindstone  12  relatively 

50  strongly  under  the  own-weight  falling  action  of  the  carriage  58  and  the  guide  plate  77.  When,  for  example,  a 
lens  is  processed  which  is  thin  in  wall  thickness  and  which  is  formed  of  plastics,  the  wire  rope  89b  is  wound 
up  by  L2.  The  wire  rope  89b  is  wound  up  by  L3  when  the  configuration  of  the  peripheral  edge  of  the  lens 
after  having  been  cut  is  measured.  When  the  wire  rope  89b  is  wound  up  by  L2  or  L3,  the  shaft  95  moves 
largely  along  the  slits  100a  and  100b,  to  stretch  the  spring  93  largely.  This  increases  the  hoisting  force 

55  acting  upon  the  guide  plate  77  and  the  carriage  58  due  to  the  spring  93,  so  that  the  own-weight  falling 
action  of  the  carriage  58,  in  turn,  the  abutting  force  of  the  lens  with  respect  to  the  grindstone  12  is 
weakened.  The  winding  amounts  Li  ,  L2  and  L3  are  detected  by  the  winding-amount  sensor  102.  As  cutting 
of  the  lens  is  completed,  the  motor  90  is  further  rotated  so  that  the  wire  rope  89b  is  wound  up  by  U.  At  this 
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time,  the  shaft  95  is  first  abutted  against  the  left-hand  ends  of  the  respective  slits  100a  and  100b.  The  wire 
rope  89b  is  further  wound  up  so  that  the  rollers  96a  and  96b  and  97a  and  97b  move  to  the  left  along  the 
guide  rods  99a  and  99b,  and  the  shaft  94  moves  to  the  left  as  shown  in  Fig.  9.  Accordingly,  the  carriage  58 
is  pulled  up  in  the  Y-axis  direction  through  the  wire  rope  89a,  and  is  moved  to  a  position  remotest  from  the 

5  grindstone  12,  that  is,  to  the  origin  position.  This  origin  position  is  detected  by  the  origin  position  sensor 
101. 

A  sensor  bar  103  is  fixedly  mounted  further  to  the  guide  plate  77  having  carried  thereon  the  carriage 
58,  as  shown  in  Figs.  7  and  10.  Mounted  to  this  sensor  bar  is  a  lens-reversing  and  cutting-completing 
sensor  104  formed  of  a  photo-interrupter.  A  Y-axis  position  detecting  switching  bar  105  is  arranged  in  facing 

io  relation  to  the  sensor  104.  This  bar  moves  in  the  Y-axis  direction  with  rotation  of  a  screw  shaft  106.  The 
screw  shaft  106  is  rotated  by  a  driving  servomotor  110  through  a  pulley  107,  a  belt  108  and  a  pulley  109. 
An  amount  of  movement  of  the  switching  bar  105  is  detected  by  a  Y-axis  position  detecting  rotary  encoder 
114  through  a  pulley  111  fixedly  mounted  to  the  screw  shaft  106,  a  belt  112  and  a  pulley  113.  In  this 
connection,  this  rotary  encoder  114  may  be  mounted  directly  to  an  output  shaft  of  the  servomotor  110. 

is  On  the  basis  of  the  lens-frame  configuration  data,  the  control  circuit  10  causes  the  driving  servomotor 
110  to  move  the  switching  bar  105.  Thus,  the  central  axes  of  the  respective  lens  rotating  shafts  59  and  60 
are  located  on  the  envelope  G  with  respect  to  the  central  axis  of  the  grindstone  rotary  shaft.  Movement  of 
the  switching  bar  105  is,  of  course,  carried  out  in  relation  to  the  lens  rotational  angle  detected  by  the  rotary 
encoder  76.  The  servomotor  110  is  controlled  by  feed-back  control,  while  carrying  out  the  position  detection 

20  by  the  Y-axis  position  detecting  rotary  encoder  114. 
The  switching  bar  105  is  arranged  in  facing  relation  to  a  switch  button  115  for  the  lens-reversing  and 

cutting-completing  sensor  104,  as  shown  in  Fig.  10.  This  switching  button  115  is  mounted  to  a  forward  end 
of  a  rod  with  interrupting  plate  117  biased  toward  the  switching  bar  105  by  a  spring  116.  This  rod  with 
interrupting  plate  117  is  supported  by  the  sensor  bar  103  for  axial  sliding  movement.  At  a  point  of  time  of 

25  initiation  of  lens  cutting,  the  switch  button  115  is  spaced  from  the  switching  bar  105.  As  cutting  proceeds, 
the  switching  button  115  approaches  the  switching  bar  105,  and  is  abutted  against  the  switching  bar  105  to 
compress  the  spring  116,  thereby  moving  the  bar  with  interrupting  plate  117  toward  the  lens-inverting  and 
cutting-completing  sensor  104  to  operate  the  same.  The  operation  of  the  sensor  104  continues  over  a 
period  equal  to  or  larger  than  360  degrees  of  rotational  angle  of  the  lens  11,  whereby  cutting  is  completed. 

30  Thus,  the  wire-rope  winding  AC  motor  90  is  operated  through  the  control  circuit  10,  and  the  lens  driving  AC 
motor  61  and  a  grindstone  drive  motor  118  are  stopped.  By  operation  of  the  wire-rope  winding  AC  motor 
90,  the  wire  rope  89b  is  wound  up  so  that  the  carriage  58  together  with  the  guide  plate  77  is  pulled  up  to 
the  origin  position  upward  in  the  Y-axis  direction. 

The  grindstone  12  is  a  diamond  grindstone  provided  at  its  outer  peripheral  surface  with  the  rough 
35  grinding  section,  the  V-shaped  (bevel)  grinding  section  and  the  like.  The  grindstone  12  is  rotatively  driven 

by  the  grindstone  drive  motor  118  through  a  pulley  119,  a  belt  120,  a  pulley  121  and  a  spindle  shaft  122. 
Rotative  driving  of  the  grindstone  motor  118  is  controlled  by  the  motor  and  clutch  drive  unit  17  having  a 
motor  drive  circuit. 

Further,  in  order  for  the  peripheral  edge  of  the  processed  lens  to  have  a  ridge-like  projection,  that  is,  a 
40  V-shaped  projection  extending  along  the  entire  periphery  of  the  lens,  the  grindstone  12  can  be  equipped 

with  a  measuring  mechanism  for  measuring  the  configuration  of  the  peripheral  edge  of  the  processed  lens. 
As  described  above,  the  arrangement  of  the  invention  is  such  that  the  lens  11  is  rotated  about,  for 

example,  its  geometric  center,  and  the  rotational  axis  of  the  lens  1  1  is  moved  toward  and  away  from  the 
rotational  axis  of  the  grindstone  12  along  the  envelope  G  serving  as  the  cutting  data,  in  accordance  with  the 

45  rotational  angle  of  the  lens  1  1  ,  thereby  carrying  out  processing  of  the  peripheral  edge  of  the  lens.  Since  the 
lens-frame  configuration  data  can  be  stored  in  the  computer,  it  is  possible  to  process  a  plurality  of  lenses 
and  to  control  a  plurality  of  lens  peripheral-edge  processing  machines,  on  the  basis  of  this  single  data. 

List  of  Reference  Numerals  in  the  Drawings 
50 

1  measuring  section 
2  control  section 
3  processing  section 
4  measuring  probe 
5  motor 
6  encoder 
7  potentiometer 
8  key  switch  and  display 
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9  arithmetic  unit 
10  control  unit 
1  1  lens  to  be  processed 
12  grindstone 

5  13  closed  curve 
14  locus 
15  lens 
16  base  plate 
17  motor  and  clutch  drive  unit 

io  18  rotary  shaft 
19  pulse  motor  drive  unit 
20,  21  timing  belt 
22,  23  pulley 
24  rotary  table 

is  25  potentiometer 
26  first  side  plate 
27  second  side  plate 
28  central  plate 
29,  30  guide  shaft 

20  31  slide  plate 
32,  33,  34  roller 
35  shaft 
36  sleeve 
37  plain  bearing 

25  38  recess 
39,  40  biasing  spring 
41  spring  hooking  plate 
42,  43  spring  attaching  bore 
44  spring  hooking  pin 

30  45  stopper  pin 
46  pulley 
47  wire  rope 
48  guide  pulley 
49  wire  attaching  element 

35  50  tension  spring 
51  spring  attaching  element 
52  drive  shaft 
53  shielding  plate 
54  photo-interrupter 

40  55  stopper  abutment  pin 
56  stopper 
57  A/D  converter 
58  carriage 
59  lens  holding  shaft 

45  60  lens  clamping  shaft 
61  lens  driving  AC  motor 
62,  63  gear 
64  pulley 
65  belt 

50  66  pulley 
67  rod 
68  pulley 
69  belt 
70  pulley 

55  71  lens  chucking  DC  motor 
72  pulley 
73  belt 
74  motion  converting  mechanism 
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75 
76 
77 
78 

5  79 
80 
81 
82 
83,  84 

w  85 
86 
87 
88 
89a,  89b 

15  90 
91 
92 
93 
94,  95 

20  96a,  96b,  97a,  97b 
98a,  98b 
99a,  99b 
100a,  100b 
101 

25  102 
103 
104 
105 
106 

30  107 
108 
109 
110 
111 

35  112 
113 
114 
115 
116 

40  117 
118 
119 
120 
121 

45  122 
B 
E0 
F 
G 

50  J 
P 
Q 
R1 
R2 

55  7 
e 

bevel  gear  arrangement 
rotary  encoder 
guide  plate 
X-axis  direction  driving  pulse  motor 
pulley 
belt 
pulley 
electromagnetic  clutch 
pulley 
belt 
X-axis  direction  moving  plate 
rotary  shaft 
origin  positioning  sensor 
wire  rope  section 
wire-rope  winding  AC  motor 
winding  drum 
sleeve 
cutting-pressure  adjusting  spring 
shaft 
roller 
guide-rod  attaching  block 
guide  rod 
slit 
origin  position  sensor 
winding-amount  sensor 
sensor  bar 
lens-reversing  and  cutting-completing  sensor 
Y-axis  position  detecting  switching  bar 
screw  shaft 
pulley 
belt 
pulley 
driving  servomotor 
pulley 
belt 
pulley 
Y-axis  position  detecting  rotary  encoder 
switch  button 
spring 
rod  with  shielding  plate 
grindstone  drive  motor 
pulley 
belt 
pulley 
spindle  shaft 
spectacle  framework 
initial  position 
circle 
envelope 
intersection 
reference  position 
box  center 
radius  of  measuring  probe 
radius  of  grindstone 
distance 
angle 
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Claims 

1.  A  method  of  processing  a  peripheral  edge  of  a  lens  for  spectacles,  comprising  the  steps  of: 
a)  measuring  a  locus  (14)  of  the  center  of  a  disc-shaped  probe  (4)  moving  along  an  inner  periphery 

5  (13)  of  a  lens  frame  of  a  spectacle  framework; 
b)  obtaining  an  envelope  (G)  surrounding  circles  each  having  a  centre  located  on  said  locus  (14)  and 
a  radius  equal  to  the  sum  of  a  radius  (R2)  of  a  columnar  grindstone  (12)  and  the  radius  (R1)  of  the 
measuring  probe  (4);  and 
c)  rotating  an  unprocessed  lens  (11)  about  a  rotational  axis  thereof  and,  simultaneously,  moving  said 

io  lens  (11)  towards  and  away  from  the  rotational  axis  of  said  columnar  grindstone  (12)  according  to 
cutting  data  provided  by  the  envelope  (G)  in  relation  to  the  rotational  angle  of  the  lens,  to  process 
the  peripheral  edge  of  the  lens. 

2.  An  apparatus  for  processing  a  peripheral  edge  of  a  lens  for  spectacles,  comprising: 
is  a)  means  (1)  for  moving  a  disc-shaped  measuring  probe  (4)  along  an  inner  periphery  (13)  of  a  lens 

frame  of  a  spectacle  framework; 
b)  means  (2,  7,  10,  57)  for  measuring  a  distance  (8)  between  an  optional  point  (8)  within  the  lens 
frame  and  the  center  of  the  measuring  probe  (4); 
c)  means  (2,  6,  40)  for  measuring  an  angle  (0)  of  the  center  of  the  measuring  probe  (4)  on  the  basis 

20  of  said  optional  point  (8); 
d)  arithmetic  means  (9)  which  calculate,  on  the  basis  of  said  distance  (8)  and  said  angle  (0)  cutting 
data  according  to  an  envelope  (G)  surrounding  circles  each  having  a  center  located  on  a  locus  (14) 
of  the  center  of  the  measuring  probe  (4)  and  a  radius  equal  to  the  sum  of  a  radius  (R2)  of  a 
columnar  grindstone  (12)  and  the  radius  (R1)  of  the  measuring  probe  (4); 

25  e)  processing  means  (3)  for  holding  a  lens  (11)  to  be  processed  to  rotate  the  same  and  to  move  the 
same  towards  and  away  from  the  rotating  grindstone  (17),  to  process  the  lens;  and 
f)  control  means  (7;  10,  17,  19,  25)  for  controlling  the  rotation  and  movement  of  the  unprocessed 
lens  (11)  relatively  to  the  rotational  axis  of  said  columnar  grindstone  (12)  according  to  said  cutting 
data  and  in  relation  to  the  rotational  angle  of  the  lens  (11). 

30 
3.  The  apparatus  according  to  claims  2, 

characterized  in  that 
the  unprocessed  lens  (11)  is  held  by  a  carriage  (58)  movable  under  its  own  weight  toward  the 
grindstone  (12),  the  carriage  is  biased  by  a  spring  (93)  in  a  direction  opposite  to  the  grindstone,  and  the 

35  amount  of  deflection  of  the  spring  is  adjustable. 

4.  The  apparatus  according  to  claim  2  or  3, 
characterized  in  that 
the  control  means  (2)  is  so  formed  as  to  restrict  movement  of  the  lens  rotational  axis  toward  the 

40  grindstone  rotational  axis. 

Patentanspruche 

1.  Verfahren  zum  Bearbeiten  eines  Randes  einer  Linse  fur  Brillen,  mit  den  Schritten: 
45  a)  Messen  einer  Ortskurve  (14)  des  Zentrums  eines  scheibenformigen  Fuhlers  (4),  der  sich  entlang 

einer  inneren  Peripherie  (13)  eines  Linsenrahmens  eines  Brillengestells  bewegt; 
b)  Erhalten  einer  Hullkurve  (G),  welche  Kreise  umgibt,  deren  Zentren  auf  der  Ortskurve  (14)  liegen, 
und  deren  Radien  gleich  der  Summe  eines  Radius  (R2)  eines  zylindrischen  Schleifsteines  (12)  und 
dem  Radius  (R1)  des  MeBfuhlers  (4)  sind;  und 

50  c)  Drehen  einer  unbearbeiteten  Linse  (11)  urn  eine  Drehachse  derselben,  und  gleichzeitig  Bewegen 
der  Linse  (11)  auf  die  Drehachse  des  zylindrischen  Schleifsteins  (12)  zu  und  davon  weg,  gemaB 
Schneidedaten,  die  von  der  Hullkurve  (G)  in  Beziehung  zu  dem  Drehwinkel  der  Linse  vorgesehen 
werden,  urn  den  Rand  der  Linse  zu  bearbeiten. 

55  2.  Vorrichtung  zum  Bearbeiten  eines  Randes  einer  Linse  fur  Brillen,  mit 
a)  Einrichtungen  (1)  zum  Bewegen  eines  scheibenformigen  MeBfuhlers  (4)  entlang  einer  inneren 
Peripherie  (13)  eines  Linsenrahmens  eines  Brillengestells; 
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b)  Einrichtungen  (2,  7,  10,  57)  zum  Messen  einer  Entfernung  (8)  zwischen  einem  wahlweisem  Punkt 
(8)  in  dem  Linsenrahmen  und  dem  Zentrum  des  MeBftihlers  (4); 
c)  Einrichtungen  (2,  6,  40)  zum  Messen  eines  Winkels  (0)  des  Zentrums  des  MeBftihlers  (4)  auf  der 
Grundlage  des  wahlweisen  Punktes  (8); 

5  d)  Arithmetikeinrichtungen  (9),  welche  auf  der  Grundlage  der  Entfernung  (8)  und  dem  Winkel  (0) 
Schneidedaten  gemaB  einer  Hullkurve  (G)  berechnen,  welche  Kreise  umgibt,  deren  Zentren  auf  einer 
Ortskurve  (14)  des  Zentrums  des  MeBftihlers  (4)  liegen,  und  deren  Radien  gleich  der  Summe  von 
einem  Radius  (R2)  eines  zylindrischen  Schleifsteins  (12)  und  dem  Radius  (R1)  des  MeBftihlers  (4) 
sind; 

io  e)  Beabeitungseinrichtungen  (3)  zum  Halten  einer  zu  bearbeitenden  Linse  (11),  urn  dieselbe  zu 
drehen,  und  urn  dieselbe  auf  den  sich  drehenden  Schleifstein  (17)  zu  und  davon  wegzubewegen,  urn 
die  Linse  zu  bearbeiten;  und 
f)  Steuerungseinrichtungen  (7;  10;  17;  19;  25)  zum  Steuern  der  Drehung  und  Bewegung  der 
unbearbeiteten  Linse  (11)  relativ  zu  der  Drehachse  des  zylindrischen  Schleifsteins  (12)  gemaB  den 

is  Schneidedaten  und  in  Beziehung  zu  dem  Drehwinkel  der  Linse  (11). 

3.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  2, 
dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB 
die  unbearbeitete  Linse  (11)  von  einem  Schlitten  (58)  gehalten  wird,  der  unter  seinem  Eigengewicht  auf 

20  den  Schleifstein  (12)  zu  beweglich  ist,  der  Schlitten  von  einer  Feder  (93)  in  einer  Richtung  entgegenge- 
setzt  dem  Schleifstein  vorgespannt  wird,  und  der  Auslenkungsbetrag  der  Feder  abgleichbar  ist. 

4.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  2  oder  3, 
dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB 

25  die  Steuerungseinrichtung  (2)  gebildet  ist,  eine  Bewegung  der  Linsendrehachse  auf  die  Schleifstein- 
drehachse  zu  zu  beschranken. 

Revendications 

30  1.  Procede  de  traitement  d'un  bord  peripherique  d'un  verre  de  lunettes,  comprenant  les  etapes  suivantes  : 
a)  la  mesure  d'un  lieu  (14)  du  centre  d'une  sonde  (4)  en  forme  de  disque  se  deplagant  le  long  d'une 
peripherie  interne  (13)  d'une  chasse  de  verre  d'une  monture  de  lunettes, 
b)  I'obtention  d'une  enveloppe  (G)  entourant  des  cercles  ayant  chacun  un  centre  place  sur  le  lieu 
(14)  et  un  rayon  egal  a  la  somme  du  rayon  (R2)  d'une  meule  (12)  en  forme  de  colonne  et  du  rayon 

35  (R1)  de  la  sonde  de  mesure  (4),  et 
c)  I'entraTnement  en  rotation  d'un  verre  non  traite  (11)  autour  de  son  axe  de  rotation  et,  simultane- 
ment,  le  deplacement  du  verre  (11)  en  translation  par  rapport  a  I'axe  de  rotation  de  la  meule  (12)  en 
forme  de  colonne  d'apres  des  donnees  d'usinage  donnees  par  I'enveloppe  (G)  en  fonction  de  Tangle 
de  rotation  du  verre,  afin  que  le  bord  peripherique  du  verre  soit  traite. 

40 
2.  Appareil  de  traitement  d'un  bord  peripherique  d'un  verre  de  lunettes,  comprenant  : 

a)  un  dispositif  (1)  de  deplacement  d'une  sonde  (4)  de  mesure  en  forme  de  disque  le  long  d'une 
peripherie  interne  (13)  d'une  chasse  de  verre  d'une  monture  de  lunettes, 
b)  un  dispositif  (2,  7,  10,  57)  de  mesure  d'une  distance  (8)  comprise  entre  un  point  eventuel  (8)  a 

45  I'interieur  de  la  chasse  de  verre  et  le  centre  de  la  sonde  de  mesure  (4), 
c)  un  dispositif  (2,  6,  40)  de  mesure  d'un  angle  (0)  du  centre  de  la  sonde  de  mesure  (4)  par  rapport 
au  point  eventuel  (8), 
d)  un  dispositif  arithmetique  (9)  qui  calcule,  en  fonction  de  ladite  distance  (8)  et  de  Tangle  (0),  des 
donnees  d'usinage  en  fonction  d'une  enveloppe  (G)  entourant  des  cercles  ayant  chacun  un  centre 

50  place  sur  un  lieu  (14)  du  centre  de  la  sonde  de  mesure  (4)  et  un  rayon  egal  a  la  somme  du  rayon 
(R2)  d'une  meule  (12)  en  forme  de  colonne  et  du  rayon  (R1)  de  la  sonde  de  mesure  (4), 
e)  un  dispositif  de  traitement  (3)  destine  a  retenir  un  verre  (11)  a  traiter  afin  qu'il  le  fasse  tourner  et 
le  deplace  en  translation  par  rapport  a  la  meule  rotative  (17)  et  que  le  verre  soit  traite,  et 
f)  un  dispositif  de  commande  (7  ;  10,  17,  19,  25)  destine  a  commander  la  rotation  et  le  deplacement 

55  du  verre  non  traite  (11)  par  rapport  a  I'axe  de  rotation  de  la  meule  (12)  en  forme  de  colonne  d'apres 
les  donnees  d'usinage  et  par  rapport  a  Tangle  de  rotation  du  verre  (11). 

13 
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Appareil  selon  la  revendication  2,  caracterise  en  ce  que  le  verre  non  traite  (11)  est  retenu  par  un  chariot 
(58)  mobile  sous  Taction  de  son  propre  poids  vers  la  meule  (12),  le  chariot  etant  rappele  par  un  ressort 
(93)  en  sens  oppose  a  celui  de  la  meule,  et  Tamplitude  du  flechissement  du  ressort  est  reglable. 

Appareil  selon  la  revendication  2  ou  3,  caracterise  en  ce  que  le  dispositif  de  commande  (2)  est  forme 
de  maniere  qu'il  limite  le  deplacement  de  I'axe  de  rotation  du  verre  vers  I'axe  de  rotation  de  la  meule. 
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